COMPLETE PACKAGE

Designer style

Careful planning and an expert designer eye combine
to create an outdoor living area that seamlessly merges
alfresco dining with a luxurious pool

Frameless glass around
the pool enhances the
uninterrupted vista
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COMPLETE PACKAGE

N

ot only did Design Pools
successfully create this pool and
outdoor living area, the company
also undertook the complete
home renovation. The result is a project that
clearly demonstrates Design Pools’ devotion
to the construction of high-quality pools and
landscapes that cater to clients’ everyday needs.
By incorporating an alfresco into the design,
the company maximised room for the pool
and provided shade around the dining area to
ensure the space can be used all year round.
The elevated alfresco features an outdoor
kitchen complete with barbecue, sink
and drinks fridge. The alfresco offers an
unimpeded view of the pool, allowing adults
to supervise children, while at the same time,
providing a perfect outlook of the entire yard.
Glass fencing surrounding the pool not only
fulfils safety requirements, but also enhances
the uninterrupted vista.
Completing the impressive aesthetic, Design
Pools laid travertine paving throughout the
alfresco and around the pool. The striking light
colour of the tiles complements the pool’s blue
interior, ensuring it’s the focal point of the
backyard.
The clean layout and cohesive aesthetic
demonstrates Design Pools’ skills in creating
not only sophisticated outdoor living areas,
but also building exceptional pools and
constructing the finest landscapes.

opposite page top The light colour
of the travertine complements the pool’s
blue interior
opposite page bottom The
outdoor kitchen is a sophisticated space
above The elevated alfresco features
a full outdoor kitchen, so that the space
can be utilised year round
left The beautiful water feature is a
striking addition to the space

more info?

Design Pools
0418 212 993 (Brian), 0425 352 365 (David)
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